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ABSTRACT
[Secret]

A contiguous filter was earlier proposed for use with the
spectral compression technique of processing acceleration sig-
nals. This technique is implemented by the Acceleration Gate
System located with the HF radar at the Chesapeake Bay Division
(CBD) of NRL. The filter will permit the acceleration and veloc-
ity processing system to accommodate a wide dynamic range of
input signals by, first, limiting large-amplitude interference or
desired signals (without generating harmonics) so t0at they will
not be spread in acceleration or velocity on the display and, in

fact, are eliminated if they do not match an acceleration profile,
and, second, minimizing the "capture" effect of large undesired
signals over smaller desired signals without sacrificing minimum
detectable signal level. At the same time, linear signal response
is provided for azimuth determination and other measurements.
A discussion is given of the operational requirements of such a
composite filter, followed by detailed design and performance
characteristics of a model designed and constructed to verify its
operation with the system at CBD. A series of photographs illus-
trates the improvement in the displayed signals that results from
the use of the contiguous filter.

PROBLEM STATUS

This is an interim report on the problem and covers work
performed on the design and evaluation of the contiguous filter.
Work on other phases of the problem is continuing.

AUTHORIZATION

NRL Problem R02-23

Project No. RF 001-02-41-4007,
MIPR (30-602)-63-2928,
MIPR (30-602)-63-2929,

MIPR (30-602)-63-2995,
MIPR ES-6-918

Manuscript submitted August 25, 1966. I
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CONTIGUOUS FILTERING FOR HF RADAR ACCELERATION
ANt VELOCITY SIGNAL PROCESSING

[Unclassified Title]

INTRODUCTION

One problem that besets a velocity analyzing radar that utilizes coherent integration
over a multisecond storage time and provides good doppler resolution occurs as a result
of target acceleration with respect to the radar site. In the accelerating target case, the
return signal, stored for the integration period, has its energy distributed over a range
of doppier frequencies, with a consequential reduction in signal energy at any single fre-
quency or any fi actional frequen,,y band. A degradation of minimum detectable signal
and of doppler resclution is thereby produced. Attempts to minimize the acceleration
effects normally result in a reduction of doppler resolution and the ability to detect low-
level signals.

In previous NRL reports (1-7) a system (the Acceleration Gate System) for spec-
trally compressing the acceleration-spread doppler frequency spectrum has been pro-
posed, developed, and shown to operate as originally predicted. This system is capable
of detecting returns from accelerating targets, as well as constant-velocity targets,
without loss of velocity resolution or signal-to-noise ratio (accrued from multisecond
coherent integration), and it also adds the acceleration of the target as a system param-
eter. However, the same frequency modulation that is employed to compress the spread
spectrum of the return signal from an accelerating target can produce frequency spread-
ing of the signal energy from a constant-velocity target in the same manner that the sig-
nal return from an accelerating target is spectrally spread in the absence of spectral
compression techniques. In either case, a large-amplitude signal return will be detected
and displayed (spread) over a wiae band of doppler frequencies, with nearly equal ampli-
tudes, so that an accurate doppler or velocity reading is not possible. Also, other sig-
nals of interest may be of less amplitude and occur within the region of doppler spreading
of the larger signal. These signals will then be masked by the larger spread signal.

Since the energy at any frequency in the spread spectrum is proportional to the total
signal energy, and approximately inversely proportional to the frequency spreading (be-
yond a velocity resolution bandwidth), it follows that if the total signal amplitude is lim-
ited, a limit is lkewise imposed upon the bandwidth over which the signal may be spread
and yet still exceed the detectable level. This principle is used to eliminate the undesired
spreading, at the display, of large amplitude, unmatched signals and is instrumented by
means of a set of contiguous filters and associated limiters located between the signal
store %.nd the acceleration and velocity analyzer. In the application of the contiguous fil-
ter to the Acceleration Gate System, low-level signals from accelerating targets may be
spectrally compressed and detected without a loss of the signal-to-noise ratio obtained
with integration. Large- or small-amplitude signals or interference which do no, match
an acceleration profile or modulation function may be eliminated from the display.

The contiguous filter provides the second feature of separating the doppler f equency
span into a number of frequency bands before limiting. Without this separation into fre-
quency bands, a very large signal could "capture" small signals, existing anywhere in the

whole dopp)er band, by the limiting process. But in the contiguous filter the capture ef-
fect occurs, within a 60-db system limit, in no more than one channel (only one-tenth of
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the doppler band) even for a cw interfering signal. In that cingle channel the large-
amplitude signal will be reduced to the limiting level, and undesirable display effects
will be eliminated. Signals in the remaining nine-tenths of the doppler band will be un-
affected and may be processed normally.

For those instances where a linear response without limiting is desired, such as for
amplitude comparisons in monopulse applications, means will be provided for bypassing
the contiguous filter. Implementation of this bypass may be accomplished by a gate cir-
cuit which will bypass the contiguous filter only during the interval of the gating pulse.
Thus, the filter may be bypassed for specific selected signals, or selected time intervals,
without interfering with the normal operation on all other signals.

A further advantage may be gained by (a) permitting a single velocity anO acceleration
analyzer to be used with a contiguous filter for all acceleration analyses greater than
zero and (b) operating with a linear input response for all zero-acceleratiop analyses.

,HEORY

One particular contiguous filter is composed of ten separate channels, as indicated

by the block diagram of Fig. 1. The single input is distributed to all channels, each con-
sisting of a driver amplifier, a bandpass filter (BPF), a video amplifier, an amplitude
limiter, a second BPF identical to the first, and an output (driver) amplifier. The out-
puts of all channels are combined in an adder stage. Each channel is provided with a
video amplifier gain control and an output amplifier gain control. One input level control
and one output level control are provided for the entire set of channels.

DRIVER BPF GAII: VIDEO AMPLITUDE 8PF LEVEL DRIVER
AMP CONTROL AMP LIMITER CONTROL AMP

CHANNEL I

INPUTSINPULEVEL LINEAR OUTPUT
LADDER LEVEL

CONTROLO1ROL

CHANNEL I'0

Fig. 1 - Block diagram of a ten-channel contigvous filter.

Each channel is made up of the indicated component parts.

Basically, the input BPF's of all channels are of equal bandwidths, with their pass-
bands positioned immediately adjacent to one another in frequency and designed for a
passband such that the composite total covers the entire input signal bandwidth. This
bandwidth is determined by the product of the unambiguous doppler extent and the proc-
essing time-compression-ratio of the signal storage system. The minimum detectable
doppler frequency is limited to the cutoff frequency of the backscatter rejection filter,
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and the maximum unambiguous doppler frequency is limited to one-half of the pulse rep-
etition frequency (PRF). In the present Madre radar, operation at a PRF of 180 cps, with
a storage time of 20 sec, in conjunction with a backscatter comb filter that has a cutoff
frequency of 9 cps will produce an input signal range of 0.7452 to 7.452 Mc/s to the con-
tiguous fifter. If the contiguous filter is made up of ten channels. individual channel cov-
erage will be as follows:

Input Signal Renge Input Signal RangeChannelj'M s ann (Mc/) Cha

1 0.75-1.42 6 4.10-4.77
2 1.42-2.09 7 4.77-5.44
3 2.09-2.75 8 5.44-6.11
4 2.76-3.43 9 6.11-6.78

3.43-4.10 10 6.78-7.45

The input signal will always be accomppided by wideband noise plus any other inter-
ference. Th: wideband noise portion may be assumed to be distributed uniformly over
the signal 1-andwidth so that the relative noise power level in each channel is equal to the
total noise power divided by the number of contiguous filter channels. Thus, a 10-dh
reducti,", i 'a total noise is obtained in a single channel when ten equal bandwidth channels
are jr i. Au irput signal from a constant-velocity target will exist in only one of the
chann's ?1,,4 lcior to limiting, wi!l not be reduced in amplitude; thus, the signal-to-
noise (S/N) ".,cio in that channel is improved by 10 db over that -' 'he input. Signals that
exceed thic PrAse peaks by a large amount may be limited in amplitude to a value just
slightly it etcess of most of the noise peaks. Since noise peak-to-peak voltage (white
gauý,,-an noise) will exceed 7.8 times the noise rms value only 0.01 percent of the time,
insig ificant degr,ýdation will result in the S/N ratio of the minimum detectable signal
(MDS) i f the peak-to-peak voltage limiting level is adjusted to at least 7.8 times the noise

.rmis v"',tage.

A 13-db S/N ratio is required at the displays (or threshold detector) to provide a
combined probability of detection of 98 percent, with a probability of false alarm of no
more than 0.01 percent. The corresponding S/N ratio that would exist at the iaput of the
frequency arnlyzer may be determined by subtracting the processing gain of the analyzer.
If the analyzer processing gain is 20 db, as it sometimes will be, the S/N ratio at the
analyzer input is -7 db and may be found from the rms voltage values shown in Fig. 2.
Total processing SNR gain includes the 10 db due to bandwidth reduction across the stor-
age and equals 30 db. The rms voltages of signals and noise are also shown for Several
other points within the contiguous filter; at the limiter input the S/N corresponding to the
above is +3 db. If the peak-to-peak limiting level is adjusted to 7.8 times the rms noise
voltage (or the peak adjusted to 3.9 times rms), the input signal may be raised approxi-
mately 6 db above the MDS before limiting occurs. This is the limitlig level shown in
Fig. 2.

The frequency analyzer output ampJQude for any input signal will be reduced when-
ever the input signal energy is spectraLy spread in excess of tne analyzer predetection
filter bandwidth. For a constant-amplitude input signal, the %nalyzer output will be re-
duced by about 3 db each time the analyzer input signal spe, Lral bandwidth is doubled
(beyond the predetection filter bandwidth). A similar effect may also be caused by the
acceleration modulation of the analyzer conversion oscillator, which can spectrally
spread the energy of a simal of different acceleration (possibly zero). If the maximum

SECRET
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STORAGE CONTIGUOUS FILTER -. AiALYSIS
S.,/G -A1N "FI LTF.R VOLTAG•JtIIE R /OT RECOMB PROC V,%ýTAGE

S/NGAIN GAIN % 'TN ,'LOSS SiNGAIN GAIN

V ~~1002NI

-R11

ILL----------

Fig. 2 Signal and noise rms voltages which
exist in the indicated component n,7s of the
Madre Acceleration Gate System

analyzer level is limited in input to only 6 db above the minimum detectable ievel, the
spread signal will be detectable for no more than four (plus-minus one ara a half either
side of the center bandwidth) velocity resolution bandwidths. Thus, the ..,reading effect

or large signals is minimized to practical values.

The use of ten channels in thr contiguous filter permits the liniting level to be set
10 db closer to the minimum detectable signall than would otherwse be possible, thus
resulting in a signal dynamic range "hat need not be greater tha i db at the input of the
frequency analyzer. It also permits the pas,;band of all chanm"',,s to cover less than a 2:1
frequency range so that any harmonics of individual channel ±r.put frequencies, introduced
by the limiting action within a channel, will be attenuated by the channel output filter of
the same chanunel before recombination of the ten channel,,
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DESIGN OF TEST MODEL

A five-channel contiguous filter was designed and constructed in order to evaluate
its operation with the Acceleration Gate System. A schematic of one of the five channels
is shown in Fig. 3. The input video signal is coupled to an input level control potentiom-
eter, which is common to all five channels and serves also as the 100-ohm termination
of the coaxial input. Stage V1 is a linear amplifier which isolates the separate bandpass
filter loads from the common bus. The amplifier must be linear over the full range of
input signals; otherwise it could generate harmonics which would be passed without at-
tenuation by a channel other than the one intended for the fundamental frequency. Ampli-
fier VI also supplies adequate drive to the input BPF, whose impedance was made a low
value to insure that a good filter characteristic could be obtained for the higher frequency
units even if the five-channel contiguous filter were later extended to a full t-.,-channel
filter and filter responses to 7.5 Mc/s were required. Individual channel frequency cov-
eragei for the five-channel filter are as follows:

Channel Input Signal Range Channel Input Signal Range
(Mc/s) (Mc/s)

1 0 -0.750 4 2.250-3.000

2 0.750-1.500 5 3.000-3.750

3 1.500-2.250 _ 1

The filter is terminated by a 100-ohm potentiometer, which allows adjustment of the
input level to the following two-stage amplifier and which, in turn, is followed by a peak-
to-peak diode limiter. The potentiometer is intended to equalize the input levels at which
limiting begins for all five channels. Another peak-to-peak limiter is located between
amplifier stages V2 and V3 and consists of (a) positive limiting, by the input grid, to
cathode-diode action of V3 and (b) negative limiting by the semiconductor diodes con-
nected from grid to ground. It will limit only signals of very high inpilt levels and is
intended cnly to improve the overall limiting action for very large inputs. Amplifier V2,
whose plate load is a simple resistor for channel 1, includes sei ies peaking for channel 2
and utilizes very broadly tuned p.,rallel-resonant circuits for channels 3, 4, and 5. The
gain in any channel is more than adequate to limit noise peaks when a 0.25-v peak-to-
peak amplitude white noise is applied cc tiit:. uut of V1.

The peak-to-peak limiter following v ' -s 'i two-s-age device having an excellent
limiting characteristic over more than thn e,ýquired frequency range. The type IN916
diode possesses a very fast recovery time aý,c i,; welt suited io, this application.

Cathode follower V4 drives the output filtex. 'ince liniting precedes this stage, the
maximum input is the limited value. A level con' ý'c. potertiometer -,, 'v s the output of
the individual channels to be balanced at recombina:. , in the plate of the linear adder
V5. A separate triode section is used for each channei, and, the plates are connected to-
gether to a common load resistor that is also the outpul !evel control, Outplt follower
V6 is capable of driving the 100-oh- terminated output chcri-A cable. A 2.5-mh chL.ke
across the output minimizes any power line frequency hum tf%.. is somtimes produced
in cathode-follower stages.

SECRET
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500 5w +250v

.08K 00

"0= 20 ý=:IK :AK
450V W V F

20 :07100 6AH6 - ( V3 TP-2A
Vl -- 3'•3K 47K iK 6AH6

0 TO 373 10 20 o000.

ooS I00 --- 12

TP-IF

CHAN 2 55K00 ZENERCNAN1 007l"

CHAN 5670- 56 0 10
0 0 100 1 K0 10 T-

S... -- N ,.- • . .. /vIDEO

-*CA 2 OUTPUT ENE

00 1 o o 0 2

I K V6

6.0 5670 K10 t T-

NOTE ALL D•0DCS I YPE IN916; ALL RESISTANCES IN OHMS AND ALL CAPACITANCES IN MICROFARADS
UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

Fig. 3 - Schematic dX,=gran, of one channel of
the five-channel contiguous filter

Several performance characteristics for components in this chassis are of interest.

The input bandpass filter response curve is plotted in Fig. 4 for each of the five channels.
The passband responses are to within 3 db, and attenuation reaches a value in excess of
40 db at frequencies approximately 80 percent of the lower passband edge and 125 percent
of the upper passband edge. Attenuation beyond these frequencies is generally in excess
of 40 db. The filter for channel 1 is actually a low--pass filter (LPF) and requires fewer
components. However, an extra section was added to this LPF and an improved attenua-
tion resulted. The schematic diagrams of these input filters i" shown in Fig. 5. The
output filters are low-pass, constant-k sections with half m-se•.•ons at input and output.
The cutoff frequency has been designed at 125 percent of the channel upper band edge, and
corresponds to a value of m of 0.6. Figure 6 shows the response of the output filters, and
a typical schematic is shown in Fig. 7.

Channel phase characteristics are important for two reasons. First, the recombina-
tion voltages of signals near channel hand edges are the vector sum of the voltage-phase
outputs of adjacent channels. The sum of two equal-amplitude signals could be any value
between zero and twice amplitude if the phase relationships between adjacent channels
were allowed to be any value, including multiples of 1r. Thus, the effect of amplitude
limiting would be reduced. Second, an overall linear dependence of phase on input fre-
quency is desired. Figure 8 is a plot showing the overall linear dependence. Although
this relationship iz not entirely linear within a single channel bandwidth, the character-
istic does remain close to an overall linear response over the five-channel bandwidth
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SCHANNEL I C•NE CHANNEL 3 CHANNEL 4 CHANNEL 5

0

10

20 -

z

50-

o I I I I I I
0 2 06 .0 1.4 I2 22 26 30 3.4 3.

FRE0UENLt, (MC/S)

Fig. 4 - Input bandpass filter characteristics for each
channel of the five-channel contiguous filter

INPUT OUTPUT

Fig. 5 - Schematic diagrams of the loon
input bandpass filters and the input 7TI •

low-pass filter used in the five- INPUT BPF (CHANNELS 2THAOUGI5)

channsl contiguous filter

INPUT OUTPUT

TTT T loon_[ I T T ,
INPUT LPF (CHANNEL I)
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10

120

0 -

30.

_ 40

0
CHANNEL 5

50-

CHANNEL 4

CHANNEL 2 CHANNEL 3

60 CHANNELi

0 I0 2.0 30 40 50 60
FREQUENCY (MC/S)

Fig. 6 - Output low-pass filter charac-
teristics for each channel of the five-
channel contiguous filter

p,•T•ý P,.PUT Fig. 7 - Schematic diagram of the output low-pass
filters used in the five-channel contiguous filter

OUTPUT LPF

and is fully adequate for the intended application. Since the contiguous filter channels
are in parallel the phase shift is not cumulative from one channel to the next as fre-
quency is increased, but plotting in the manner used in Fig. 8 permits comparison to an
overall straight line.

The overall output-input amplitude ratio vs input frequency is shown in Fig. 9 for I
three different levels - one below limiting, another near limiting, and a third heavily
limiting. The fluctuation in amplitude is greater with overdrive (0.3 v (• :rc', as may be
expected.

An amplitude response was measured at an input frequency of 2 Mc/s to determine
the degree of limiting. The output was measured by oscilloscope peak-to-peak volts at
the channel 3 limiter output TP-2c (similar to TP-2a on Fig. 3) and the result is shown
on Fig. 10. Hard limiting occurred between the input of 0.08 and 0.10 v rms, and no
further change in output level could be discerned for inputs up to 2.0 v rms.
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10 20 30 4.0
FREQUENCY (MC/S)

Fig. 8 -Phase vs input frequen j for the five -channel
contiguous filter. An overall linear relationship is
shown to exist.

010

1INPUT .3V (rms)

F- /,,./INPUT, 0017V (rms) t

o - -. .

•. t-- - -NEAR ONSET OF LIMITING

- 30S-40

-50 0 I0 20 3.0 4.0

INPUT FREQUENCY (MC/S)

Fig. 9 Output-input ampitude ratio vs input frequency for the five-
channel contiguous filter. Three conditions showing the effect of the
degree of limiting are illustrated.
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0

C.

3

IL

- 2

0

iF

a-I

0

04 08 I Z 16 20

INPUT VOLTAGE (RMS VOLTS)

Fig. 10 - Output voltage vs input voltage at an
input frequency of 2 Mc/s. The degree of lim-
iting at the channel 3 limiter output (terminal
TP-2c) is determined by this curve.

APPLICATION

The contribution of the acceleration gate processing to the high-frequency coherent
pulse doppler radar is clearly illustrated by the series of photographs of Figs. 11 and 12.
These figures also show that the contiguous filter, which successfully limits the dynamic
range of input signals to the acceleration and velocity analyzer, does not simultaneously
degrade the spectral compression capability of the Acceleration Gate System. Figures
13 through 15 show the system improvement achieved by control of the input signal dy-
i•.mic range by the contiguous filter.

Figures 11 and 12 are photographs oi oscillograph displays of the acceleration and
velocity analyzer output amplitude (vertical deflection) vs a linear time sweep. Since the
velocity analysis is performed linearly with time, the horizontal deflection may be cali-
brated either in target radial velocity or in terms of its equivalent magnetic-storage-
drum output frequency. This frequency is ea,,! to the product of the doppler frequency
and the drum time compression ratio of 82,E The input to the analyzer is a simulated
signal of characteristics that would normall: obtained from the output of the magnetic
storage drum, and this signal may be positio..ud in range, velocity, and acceleration.
Since the five-channel contiguous filter is limited to a maximum passband frequency of
3.75 Mc/s (equivalent to a maximum doppler frequency of about 45 cps), the simulated
signals are restricted to frequencies below this maximum limit. The simulated signal is
fed to the analyzer either directly or via the contiguous filter, and a separate photograph
of each is contained on the figures for comparison.
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WITHOUT CONTIGUOUS FILTERf WITH CONTIGUOUrFILTER

FULL
VELOCITY

SWEEP

4 4
Z Z

0 ID

Sn O.

i.. I-I- I

-I I milm • • EXPANDED o

•- VELOCITY
SWEEP

:•VELOCITY VELOCITY

Fig. l11 - Comparison of analyzer output of a simulated input signal processed

with and without the use of a contiguous filter. The input signal was set for
a constant velocity equivalent -1 1.0 Mc/s (storage drum output frequency)
and zero acceleration.

In Fig. 11 both photographs show the acceleration and velocity analyzer output for a
simulated input signal that was set for a velocity of 1.0 Mc/s and zero acceleration. (A
doppler frequency of 12 cps produces a drum output frequency of 1 Mc/s.) The only dif-
ference between the upper and lower traces of each photograph is the horizontal time
scale. In the upper trace of each photo, the horizontal sweep displays the velocity analy-
sis range up to 3.75 Mc/s in a time of about 1.7 sec. The intensity of the signal is low
because its pulse width is very narrow with regard to the sweep time, so a white arrow
has been added to indicate its peak. In the lower trace the horizontal sweep is expanded
about the signal and its total sweep time is a small fraction of the time shown above.
This allows the trace to be brightened so that the signal is easily photographed, and it
also shows thr output level at the adjacent velocity bins. This expanded trace does not
show a true signal frequency spectrum since many spectral lines are summed in each
displayed output line, but it is indicative of the spread frequency extent and the relative
amplitudes of the sideband frequencies. There is no significance in the horizontal posi-
tioning of the signal in the lower trace as this is merely a function of a delay setting and
of an uncalibrated, expanded sweep width. Consecutive vertical lines that resemble
spectral lines are spaced by the range scan period of 5555 psec. No significant change
in analyzer output signal irequency content or readout capability is observed with the
addition of the contiguous filter.
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Figure 12 shows the effects when various accelerations are applied to the simulated
signal. In each of the six photos contained in Figs. 12(a) to (c) the top trace shows the
analyzer output signal that has been enhanced by the acceleration gate spectcal compres-
sion, the center trace represents the same signal but with the scope sweep expanded for
the reasons enumerated above, and the bottom trace shows the analyzer output amplitude
and frequency dispersion in the absence of spectral compression. It should be observed
in the bottom traces that as the acceleration is increased, the frequency dispersion in-
creases, and the amplitude of the output signal correspondingly decreases. It should also
be noted that a constant-amplitude input signal was maintained in all cases.

For the same input signal accelerations, the spectral compression technique has
successfully confined most of the signal energy within a single velocity analysis band-
width, as represented by one velocity bin output approaching a full amplitude pulse while
the energy in adjacent velocity bins is quite low. A direct comparison may be made be-
tween the output amplitudes and velocity resolutions with spectral compression and with-
out spectral compression, as shown in the top and bottom traces, respectively, each with
the same horizontal velocity scale and vertical amplitude scale. With spectral compres-
sion one output signal predominates, with the velocity resolution maintained at one ve-
locity bin, while without spectral compression many very low level signals, all of about

WITHOUT CONTIGUOUS FILTER WITH CONTIGUOUS FILTER

SPECTRALLY
COMPRESSED

SIGNAL
(FULL VEL.

SWEEP)

SPECTRALLY

COMPRESSED
SIGNAL-- a-

(EXPANDEDO

S..SECTION OF
4 J/EL.. SWEEP)
-J
z •

C, U

,,,, SPREAD SIGNAL
SWITHOUT 0
o SPECTRAL

COMPRESSION
{FULL VEL,

SWEEP)

VE LOCITY VELOCI TY
(0)

Fig. 12 - Comparison of analyzer output of a simulated input signal processed with

and without the use of a contiguous filter. Thle input signal was set for a constant
velocity equivalent to 1.0 Mc/s (storage drum output frequency) and an acceleration
equivalent to (a) 1.0 Mc/s, (b) 2.0 Mc/s, and (c) 3.0 Mc/s.
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Fig. 12 (cont'd) - Comparison of analyzer output of a simulated input signal
processed with and without the use of a contiguous filter. The input signal was
set for a constant velocity equivalent to 1.0 Mc /s (storage drurn output frequency)
and an acceleration equivalent to (a) 1 .0 Mc/s, (b) 2.0 M~c/s, and (c) 3.0 Mic/s.
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equal amplitide, are observed to be spread over the full range of tie acceleration input.
(At lower levels of input the acceleration-caused loss of amplitude will greatly reduce
the probability of detection.) A second comparison may be madc between the spectral
compression improvements in signal amplitude and in velocity resolutio!. obtained with-
out the contiguous filter and with the contiguous filter, and it may be seei, that the signal
readout is not degraded by the addition of the contiguous filter for acceierations up to
2 Mc/s. A slight spectral spreading is observed for the case of a 3-Mc/c. (Fig. 12(c))
acceleration, but even in this case the change is minimal and the cause is attributed to
an imperfect match of the acceleration-modulation waveform (wnich c:m be corrected)
rather than to effects of the contiguous filter.

A test setup was devised to evaluate the improvement in displas made possible by
the use of the contiguous filter. A standard oscilloscope was used as the dispAay. A
simulated signal was fed to the acceleration and velocity analyzer either directly or via
the contiguous filter, as chosen, and the analyzer output signal was applihd to tfe oscil-
loscope in the form of intensity modulation. The horizontal sweep (velocity) was a linear
sawtooth with a period equal to the full velocity analyzing time; this sweep can be cali-
brated in terms of velocity as well as time. The vertical deflection (acceleration) was a
single-sweep linear ramp generated at a very slow rate by a motor-driven potentiometer.
The same motor drive was used to program an acceleration readout such that the accel-
eration began at zero at the low limit of vertical deflection and increased uniformly as
the sweep progressed vertically upward. The acceleration calibration of the vertical
sweep was 1 Mc/s per major division. Each full velocity analysis, represented by one
horizontal sweep, was made for a different acceleration bin and required about 1.7 sec.
Approximately 30 separate acceleration bins were required to complete the (..splay, and
this was accomplished in a time period of about 52 sec. This slow readout allows one
acceleration gate channel to supply a full acceleration readout, but its use is restricted
to nonreal time and, hence, is not intended as a system display but only for the purpose
of this test to illustrate a full acceleration velocity display.

Figure 13(a) shows the effect of signal amplitude upon the display when the contigu-
ous filter is not used. The simulated input signal was adjusted for an equivalent velocity
of 1.8 Mc/s and an equivalent acceleration of 1.0 Mc/s. When the display intensity is
suitably set for a 0.5-v peak-to-peak input signal (-6 db), as shown in the center trace,
the signal disappears when the amplitude is further reduced 6 db (lower trace), and it is
spread over about one-third of the total acceleration range, and also over velocity, when
it is increased by 10 db (top trace) from the original level. By contrast, Fig. 13(b) shows
that when the contiguous filter is used, the same general variation in input signal level
may be accommodated without spreading or loss of signal. The signal is presented at
essentially constant amplitude, as displayed at the extremes of -10 db and +7 db. The
same result may be realized over a 60-db range.

The same acceleration vs velocity display that was described above is used to show
another desirable feature of the contiguous filter when used in conjunction with the accel-
eration and velocity analyzer. This feature is the system's ability to separate and dis-
play multiple signal inputs that might otherwise interact and prevent separate identifica-
tion. In this case two signals are simultaneously applied to the input of the contiguous
filter, one simulated for a constant-velocity target, the other simulated for an acceler-
ating target at the same range. Figures 14(a) through (d) show the displayed velocity and
acceleration signals for various combinations of amplitudes of each and for the constant-
velocity signal positioned either within the same contiguous filter channel in which the
accelerating signal appeared or positioned in a channel whose passband is beyond the ex-
tent of the accelerating signal. It is to be expected that whenever a very large signal ex-
ists in a particular contiguous filter, that channel will hard limit and capture any small
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signals that may also be present in the same channel. However, it will not capture the
remainder of the doppler band. For Fig. 14(a) the accelerating signal was spread across
parts of contiguous filter channels 2 and 3, wiile the fixed velocity signal of nearly suffi-
cient amplitude for limiting, but insufficient for complete capture, was positioned in
channel 3. Sirce a port'on of the accelerating signal was also present in channel 2, it
was unaffected by the other signal confined to channel 3, and sufficient signal remained
to be displayed. The three traces were taken for the indicated inputs of the accelerating
signal. Limiting occurs just above the -6 db input, while the -10 db level was below
limiting level. The same signal was just visible at the -16 db input level. The constant-
velocity signal is properly displayed in all three traces. It should be noteu here that the
same two input signals would not be separately displayed on a velocity vs range display
in the absence of spectral compression processing because the position of the fixed ve
locity signal will fall within the spread frequency indication of the acceleration signa.
and thus be obscured. However, both signals may be discretely displayed on a velocity
vs range display when spectral compression acceleration processing is utilized.

Figure 14(b) presents the photographed oscilloscope display for inputs similar to
those of Fig. 14(a), except that the constant-velocity signal has been positioned in con-

tiguous filter channel 4 whose frequency passband is entirely beyond the frequency ex-
tent of the accelerating input signal. In this example there should be no effect of either
input signal upon the other since the contiguous filter will maintain amplitudes at the
limiting level or below in each channel. The recombined signals will each be as effec-
tively displayed as if the ether signal were not present.

In the case ol Fig. 14(c) the simulated acceleration signal energy is spread over
frequencies of 1.1 to 2.1 Mc/s so that approximately 40 percent of its energy falls within
channel 2 and 60 percent within channel 3. The constant-velocity signal of 1.75 Mc/s,
which is positioned in channel 3, is increased 10 db in amplitude over a similar example,
shown in Fig. 14(a), to a new level of +4 db. Both signals are visible in Fig. 14(c) even
though the constant-velocity signal is sufficiently large to capture channel 3. The accel-

eration signal is visible in the two upper photographs because 40 percent of its energy in
channel 2 remains for normal processing. However, it does drop below the minimum
detection level sooner, as the lower section of Fig. 14(c) indicates.

Figure 14(d) shows that when the larger amplitude signal was positioned in a sepa-
rate chinnel Irom the accelerating signal, both signals were again detectable. In this
case the acceleration signal was visible for a few decibels lower in level, as would be
expected with an increase of 40 to 100 percent in signal energy. The point is, however,
that the acceleration signal is detectable through a large nonmatching signal, as demon-
strated above.

CONCLUSION

A contiguous filter, which was previously proposed for use with the Acceleration
Gate System, has been developed and a test model has been designed and constructed for
use with the present partial signal-processing system located at the Chesapeake Bay
Division of NRL. Tests of this model have shown its operation to be essentially as an-
ticipated. It is concluded that its future use with the spectral compression technique of
processing acceleration signals is highly desirable. Experience gained with the opera-
tion of the test model has enabled the writing of more accurate specifications for the
procurement of a contigvous filter for the full Acceleration Gate System.
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